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Salaam to all brothers/sisters,
Here we shall witness an Absolutely AWESOME Miracle,
which is again very Easy to understand, but absolutely Impossible to imitate. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 17/88)
===================
75 I Do Swear by the "specificplaces" (=mawaqi') of "the Stars" (=alNujuum) (in the Sky, and thus also
within HIS Scripture here, from the very beginning),
76 And this is an OATH, when/if you know, that is AWESOME!
(QURAN TESTAMENT 56/7576)
===================

So let us clearly see these "specificplaces" (=mawaqi') of "the Stars,"
which have thus exclusively been designed by ALLAH, from the very beginning above,
thus also and especially for/within HIS Scripture (=QURAN TESTAMENT), in the very first place, here thus:
===================
97 And HE is the ONE Who made for you "the Stars," that you may be guided by them
in the darkness of the land and the sea; .....
(Chapter No. 6, Verse No. 97)
54 ..... And the Sun and the Moon and "the Stars" are committed (in your service)
by HIS Command; .....
(Chapter No. 7, Verse No. 54)
12 ..... and "the Stars" are committed (in your service)
by HIS Command; .....

(Chapter No. 16, Verse No. 12)
16 And landmarks, and by "the Star" they are guided.
(Chapter No. 16, Verse No. 16)
18 Did you not see that to ALLAH prostrates whomever is in the heavens and whomever is
on the earth, and the Sun and the Moon and "the Stars" and .....
(Chapter No. 22, Verse No. 18)
88 Then he cast a glance at "the Stars;"
(Chapter No. 37, Verse No. 88)
49 And during the night glorify HIM, and at the fading of "the Stars."
(Chapter No. 52, Verse No. 49)
1 And "the Star" when it collapses.
(Chapter No. 53, Verse No. 1)
6 And "the Star" and the Trees prostrate (before HIM).
(Chapter No. 55, Verse No. 6)
75 I Do Swear by the specificplaces of "the Stars."
(Chapter No. 56, Verse No. 75)
8 So when "the Stars" are dimmed.
(Chapter No. 77, Verse No. 8)
2 And when "the Stars" lose their glow.
(Chapter No. 81, Verse No. 2)
3 "the Star" that pierces (through darkness by its light).
(Chapter No. 86, Verse No. 3)
===================
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So now, let us see all of those "specificplaces" (=mawaqi')
wherein (this "plural" form) = "the Stars" (=alNujoom) ("9" times in total)
and (this "singular" form) = "the Star" (=alNajm) ("4" times in total)
have thus been mentioned, throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT,
by our Supreme

LORD above,

that we may clearly learn and know this "OATH" that is "AWESOME" by our Supreme

LORD

in this most specific Verse above (=56/7576),
in this "Most AMAZING" & "Most
in the very first place, now here thus:

WONDROUS" manner,

All Praise

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH

ALLAH

"the Stars"
Chapter No. Verse No.

6
7
16
22

Number of Occurrences
therein

97
54
12
18

"the Stars"
Number of Occurrences
therein

1
1
1
1
_______

1
1
1
1
1
_______

4

5

06 97 7 54 16 12 22 18

37
52
56
77
81

88
49
75
8
2

37 88 52 49 56 75 77 8 81 02

19

=

Chapter No. Verse No.

19

x...

=

x...

or/and

"the Stars"
"the Star"
Chapter No. Verse No.

6

97

"the Stars"
"the Star"

Number of Occurrences
therein

Number of Occurrences
therein

1

1

Chapter No. Verse No.

52

49

7
16
22
37

54
12
16
18
88

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

53
55
56
77
81

1
6
75
8
2

1
_______

86

3

_______

6

7

06 97 7 54 16 12, 16 22 18 37 88

52 49 53 1 55 6 56 75 77 8 81 2 86 03

19

=

19

x...

=

total
"Number of Occurrences"
for/within second Table above

6

x...

total
"Number of Occurrences"
for/within first Table above

7

4

5

19

=

x...

*Please, note that we have thus rightfully placed all of those “Chapter & Verse Numbers”
beginning from the smaller Chapter Number to bigger Chapter Numbers,
starting on the left side, and then continuing on the right side above,
from the very beginning of the whole QURAN TESTAMENT to the very end, in such a perfect order above,
for/within both of those two Tables above, in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner,
by this most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD here (54/49 = 74/2630, 31 = 43/48),
from the very beginning.
*And please, certainly note that within the first Table above we have rightfully taken into account
exclusively and only this "plural" form: "the Stars" (=alNujuum),
and then within the second Table above, we have rightfully taken into account
this "plural" form: "the Stars" (=alNujuum) and also this "singular" form: "the Star" (=alNajm), together,
because in this most specific Verse above (=56/75), our Supreme

LORD may thus legitimately and perfectly

be referring to those both cases above, (because when/if we include some singular "Stars" into a group of "Stars,"
they would legitimately and perfectly be called as "Stars" again, all together) in the very first place again
here. (=56/75)
*And please, certainly note that we have thus rightfully written the very first "Chapter Numbers"
and the very last "Verse Numbers" in this specific manner (=i.e. legitimately with such "extra zeros"
(=06 97 ......... & ......... 81 02)
(=06 97 ......... & ......... 86 03)
for/within both of those two Tables above, in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner,
by this most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD here again (6/115 = 74/2630, 31),

from the very beginning.
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===================
75 I Do Swear by the "specificplaces" (=mawaqi') of "the Stars" (=alNujuum) (in the Sky, and thus also
within HIS Scripture (=QURAN TESTAMENT), from the very beginning above,)
76 And this is an OATH, when/if you know, that is AWESOME (as we have
clearly and unmistakably witnessed it above, in this Final Age now.)
77 Certainly, it is an honorable QURAN.
78 In a protected Record.
79 None can touch it (therein =85/2122) except those Purified.
80 A Revelation from the LORD of the Worlds.
81 Is it this Narrative that you are (still) "disregarding (=mudhinoon)" the left side of those
"19" coded Tables above now?
82 And you are making your Provison that you have to be "rejecting (=tukadhdhiboon)" the right side of those
"19" coded Tables above now?
83 So when (the time comes and) it reaches your throat.
84 And at that moment you look around.
85 And We are closer to him/her (=i.e. that person in his/her last breath here) than you are, but you do not see.
86 Why then, if you (think that) you do not owe any account,
87 Then return it (=i.e. that ebbing life), if you are truthful?
88 So, if he/she is one of those who are made near.
89 Then thus especially, due to his/her sincere belief and righteous works for/on the left side of those
"19" coded Tables above now "Joy," and due to his/her sincere belief and righteous works
for/on the right side of those "19" coded Tables above now"Happiness," and Gardens of Bliss.
90 And if he/she is one of the people of the right.
91 Then: "Peace" be upon you, from the people of the right. (=56/2740)

92 But if he/she is one of the "rejecters" fighting against the left side of those
"19" coded Tables above now, the "strayers" departing from the right side of those
"19" coded Tables above now.
93 Then an abode of thus especially, due to his/her despotic and arrogant disbelief and crooked works =22/72
against the left side of those "19" coded Tables above now =29/47 "boilingwater."
94 And getting into thus especially, due to his/her despotic and arrogant disbelief and crooked works =22/72
against the right side of those "19" coded Tables above now =29/49 "blazingfire."
95 Certainly, this is the absolute Truth.
96 So, you shall glorify the Name of your LORD, the Great.

(QURAN TESTAMENT 56/7596)
===================

===================
26 (ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him (=i.e. a disbeliever or/and a skeptic who claims that
QURAN is a manmade Message here; =74/2025)
into Uprooter (thereby thus to absolutely prove to him and to whole world that
QURAN is definitely Not a manmade Message,
but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless

"Word of ALLAH" here; =17/88)

27 And what made you know what an Uprooter!
28 It does not letlast (but eliminates any "extra zero" from/on the left side
of our Tables above except within those most specific the very first "Chapter Numbers" therein),
and It does not letstay (but excludes any "extra zero" from/on the right side
of our Tables above except within those most specific the very last "Verse Numbers" therein),
29 (Thereafter, it presents) Tables (as/in all of those "Absolutely Awesome and Perfect Conclusions,"
in each of those two Tables, one after the other, "for/on the left sides & for/on the right sides," therein above)
for all humanity.
30 Upon it (there shall be)

"19"!

31 ...... And "It" (=i.e. that "Uprooter" again, as perfectly pointed out in the above 2630th Verses)
is but a Commemoration (=Dhikraa) for all humanity.
*****
49 And from all things We have created thus also and especially, for/on the left side & for/on the right side
also here in this respect above as/in

"pairs" (=i.e. "Stars" & "Stars")

that perhaps you may takeCommemoration (=taDhakkaroona)!

(=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2631 "Dhikraa" = 51/49 "pairs" = "taDhakkaroona")
===================

*So please, after we have thus clearly witnessed here
the "19" coded, most Superb and matchless
"specificplaces" (=mawaqi') of "the Stars"
(56/7576 =

74/2630, 31)

thus perfectly designed by ALLAH in
in the first place, above,
please, also absolutely go to

HIS Book of Religion (=QURAN TESTAMENT),

"Universal Magnificent Miracles 1"
page no. 1825
here: http://19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id126.html

"Universal Magnificent Miracles 2"
page no. 148155
here: http://19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id176.html

thus to clearly witness there
the "19" coded, most Superb and matchless
"specificplaces" (=mawaqi') of "the Stars"
(56/7576 =

74/2630, 31)

thus perfectly designed by ALLAH, also in

HIS Book of Universe therein,
"Most AWESOMELY" & "Most WONDROUSLY" again therein, from the very beginning,
in this Final Age now.

Remain in peace/salaam.
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« Reply #3 on: August 23, 2015, 09:12:15 PM »

Salaam to all brothers/sisters,
Here now, we shall specifically take into account
this "singular" form: "the Star" (=alNajm)
mentioned "4" times in total in the whole QURAN TESTAMENT
and this "plural" form: "the Stars" (=alNujuum),
mentioned "9" times in total in the whole QURAN TESTAMENT
together, and thus further understand what our Supreme LORD means
by HIS most specific Statement
in this most critical and important Verse, in this respect, above:
===================
75 I Do Swear by the "specificplaces" (=mawaqi') of "the Stars" (=alNujuum) (in the Sky, and thus also
within HIS Scripture here, from the very beginning),
76 And this is an OATH, when/if you know, that is AWESOME!
(QURAN TESTAMENT 56/7576)
===================

Therefore,
* Those who could not understand nothing or little of those

"19" coded, most Superb and matchless Symmetrical Miracles (=74/2630, 31)
in the previous posts above,
because they may not have enough mental or intellectual capacity to comprehend it (=QURAN TESTAMENT 2/286 = 9/9192)
may be forgiven and rewarded by ALLAH in this Best Manner here (=QURAN TESTAMENT 39/3335),
as long as they wholeheartedly support this most critical and important "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"
in this Final Age now, always and forever. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 39/3335)
* Those who could easily understand the most essential part of or all of those

"19" coded, most Superb and matchless Symmetrical Miracles (=74/2630, 31)
in the previous posts above,
but may not have enough mental or intellectual capacity to comprehend further than that (=QURAN TESTAMENT 2/286),
may be forgiven and rewarded by ALLAH in this Best Manner here (=QURAN TESTAMENT 39/3335),
when they check and confirm the authenticity of those "Most AMAZING" & "Most WONDROUS" Miracles above,
and wholeheartedly support this most critical and important "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant," in this Final Age now,
always and forever. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 39/3335)
* Those who could easily understand the most essential part of or all of those

"19" coded, most Superb and matchless Symmetrical Miracles (=74/2630, 31)
in the previous posts above,
and may have enough mental or intellectual capacity also to perfectly comprehend further than that (=QURAN TESTAMENT 2/286),
may be forgiven and rewarded by ALLAH in this Best Manner here (=QURAN TESTAMENT 39/3335),
when they check and confirm the authenticity of all of these "Most AMAZING" & "Most WONDROUS" Miracles here,
and wholeheartedly support this most critical and important "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant," in this Final Age now,
always and forever. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 39/3335)

So let us straightforwardly continue on our Way, by the immense Grace of ALLAH unto all of us.
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So now, here are all of those "Chapter Numbers" and "Verse Numbers" in which
"the Star" (=alNajm)
and
"the Stars" (=alNujuum)
are thus mentioned by our Supreme LORD,
throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT,
in this perfect order, from the very beginning to the very end therein,
(in this most specific manner, in each of those two Tables below) now here thus:

"the Stars"
"the Star"
Chapter No. Verse No.
6
7
16
16
22
37
52
53
55
56
77
81
86
______

564

+

Chapter No. Verse No.

97
54
16
12
18
88
49
1
6
75
8
2
3
______

6
7
16

22
37
52
53
55
56
77
81
86
______

429

548

993

=

"the Stars"
"the Star"

97
54
16 12

18
88
49
1
6
75
8
2
3
______
+

429

977

=

*Please, we should certainly see that there is exclusively and only one Chapter (=16) above
in which there are "two" occurrences:

=in Verse No. 16 therein in "singular" form as "the Star" (=alNajm),
&
=in Verse No. 12 therein in "plural" form as "the Stars" (=alNujuum),
therefore, we have thus legitimately placed
Verse No. 16 in which there is the "singular" form therein, first,
and
Verse No. 12 in which there is the "plural" form therein, secondly,
for/within those left & right two distinct Tables above, in such a perfectly parallel
and absolutely complementary manner, in the first place.
So now, we can clearly see that there are "13" Chapter No's in total
for/within that perfect Table on the left side above,

"12" Chapter No's in total for/within that perfect Table on the right side above,
in this "Most AMAZING" & "Most WONDROUS" manner therein,
and

now here thus:

993 13

12 977

19

=

19

x...

=

x...

Thereafter, we can clearly see it,
also thus:

993 13 12 977

19

=

x...

or/and

993 + 13 + 12 + 977

19

=

x...

*So, we should certainly comprehend that this is one of the most Wonderful aspect of this
"19" coded, AWESOME "Symmetrical Miracle" above, in the very first place,
because our Supreme LORD thus clearly and perfectly Confirms all the specific
(=i.e. placing side by side or/and adding up one by one) Calculations
that will be executed (in the next post) under each of those two Tables above, in such an AWESOME manner

here, in the very beginning.
So let us clearly see now all those specific
(=i.e. placing side by side or/and adding up one by one) Calculations
that will thus be executed under each of those two Tables above, in such an AWESOME manner
here (=56/7576), now here thus:
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All Praise

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH
"the Stars"
"the Star"
Chapter No. Verse No.
6
7
16
16
22
37
52
53
55
56
77
81
86
______

97
54
16
12
18
88
49
1
6
75
8
2
3
______

"Chapter  Verse Numbers"
starting from the very first one
to the very last one above:

ALLAH
"the Stars"
"the Star"
Chapter No. Verse No.
6
7
16

22
37
52
53
55
56
77
81
86
______

97
54
16 12

18
88
49
1
6
75
8
2
3
______

"Chapter  Verse Numbers"
starting from the very last one
to the very first one above:

06 97 7 54 16 16 16 12 22 18
37 88 52 49 53 1 55 6 56 75
77 8 81 2 86 3

86 3 81 2 77 8 56 75 55 6
53 1 52 49 37 88 22 18
16 16 12 7 54 06 97

19

=

19

x...

=

x...

or/and

or/and

6 97+7 54+16 16+16 12+22 18
37 88+52 49+53 1+55 6+56 75
77 8+81 2+86 03

86 03+81 2+77 8+56 75+55 6
53 1+52 49+37 88+22 18
16 16 12+7 54+6 97

19

=

19

x...

=

x...

*Please, note that we have thus rightfully placed
this specific "Chapter  Verse Number"
in this exclusive manner (=i.e. legitimately with such an "extra zero" therein)
06 97 ...............
&
.................. 06 97

for/within both sides above,
when we place all of those "Chapter  Verse Numbers," side by side,
in those first cases on the left side & on the right side above,
Thereafter, we have thus rightfully placed
this specific "Chapter  Verse Number"
in this exclusive manner (=i.e. legitimately with such an "extra zero" therein)
86 03+ ...............
&
............... +86 03

for/within both sides above,
when we add up all of those "Chapter  Verse Numbers," one by one,
in those second cases on the left side & on the right side above,
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner above,
by this most Wise and perfect Creation Design of our Supreme LORD here (6/115 = 74/2630, 31 = 28/6870),
from the very beginning.
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75 I Do Swear by the "specificplaces" (=mawaqi') of "the Stars" (=alNujuum) (in the Sky, and thus also
within HIS Scripture (=QURAN TESTAMENT), from the very beginning above,)
76 And this is an OATH, when/if you know, that is AWESOME (as we have
clearly and unmistakably witnessed it above, in this Final Age now.)
77 Certainly, it is an honorable QURAN.
78 In a protected Record.
79 None can touch it (therein =85/2122) except those Purified.
80 A Revelation from the LORD of the Worlds.
81 Is it this Narrative that you are (still) "disregarding (=mudhinoon)" the left side of those
"19" coded Tables above now?
82 And you are making your Provision that you have to be "rejecting (=tukadhdhiboon)" the right side of those
"19" coded Tables above now?
83 So when (the time comes and) it reaches (your) throat.
84 And at that moment you look around.
85 And We are closer to him/her (=i.e. that person in his/her last breath here) than you are, but you do not see.
86 Why then, if you (think that) you do not owe any account,
87 Then return it (=i.e. that ebbing life), if you are truthful?
88 So, if he/she is one of those who are made near.
89 Then thus especially, due to his/her sincere belief and righteous works for/on the left side of those
"19" coded Tables above now "Joy," and due to his/her sincere belief and righteous works
for/on the right side of those "19" coded Tables above now"Happiness;" and Gardens of Bliss.
90 And if he/she is one of the people of the right.
91 Then: "Peace be to you," from the people of the right. (=56/2740)
92 But if he/she is one of the "rejecters" fighting against the left side of those
"19" coded Tables above now, the "strayers" departing from the right side of those
"19" coded Tables above now.
93 Then an abode of thus especially, due to his/her such barbaric and arrogant disbelief
and crooked works =22/72 & 85/410
against the left side of those "19" coded Tables above now =29/47 "boilingwater."
94 And getting into thus especially, due to his/her such barbaric and arrogant disbelief

and crooked works =22/72 & 85/410
against the right side of those "19" coded Tables above now =29/49 "blazingfire."
95 Certainly, this is the absolute Truth.
96 So, you shall glorify the Name of your LORD, the Great.

(QURAN TESTAMENT 56/7596)
===================
===================
26 (ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him (=i.e. a disbeliever or/and a skeptic who claims that
QURAN is a manmade Message here; =74/2025)
into Uprooter (thereby thus to absolutely prove to him and to whole world that
QURAN is definitely Not a manmade Message,
but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless

"Word of ALLAH" here; =17/88)

27 And what made you know what an Uprooter!
28 It does not letlast (but eliminates any "extra zero" from/on the left side
of our Tables above except within those most specific the very first "Chapter Numbers" therein),
and It does not letstay (but excludes any "extra zero" from/on the right side
of our Tables above except within those most specific the very last "Verse Numbers" therein),
29 (Thereafter, it presents) Tables (as/in all of those "Absolutely Awesome and Perfect Conclusions,"
in each of those two Cases, one after the other, "for/on the left sides & for/on the right sides," therein above)
for all humanity.
30 Upon it (there shall be)

"19"!

31 ...... And "It" (=i.e. that "Uprooter" again, as perfectly pointed out in the above 2630th Verses)
is but a Commemoration (=Dhikraa) for all humanity.
*****
49 And from all things We have created thus also and especially, for/on the left side & for/on the right side
also here in this respect above as/in

"pairs" (=i.e. "Star/s" & "Star/s")

that perhaps you may takeCommemoration (=taDhakkaroona)!

(=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2631 "Dhikraa" = 51/49 "pairs" = "taDhakkaroona")
===================

*So please, after we have thus clearly witnessed here
the "19" coded, most Superb and matchless
"specificplaces" (=mawaqi') of "the Stars"
(56/7576 =

74/2630, 31)

thus perfectly designed by ALLAH in

HIS Book of Religion (=QURAN TESTAMENT),

in the first place, above,
please, also absolutely go to

"Universal Magnificent Miracles 1"
page no. 1825
here: http://19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id126.html

"Universal Magnificent Miracles 2"
page no. 148155
here: http://19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id176.html
thus to clearly witness there
the "19" coded, most Superb and matchless
"specificplaces" (=mawaqi') of "the Stars"
(56/7576 =

74/2630, 31 = 41/53)

thus perfectly designed by ALLAH, also in

HIS Book of Universe therein,
"Most AWESOMELY" & "Most WONDROUSLY" again therein, from the very beginning,
in this Final Age now.

Remain in peace/salaam.
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